ComNav introduces the new V Series Stabilized cameras

Low Light Navigation has just become a snap with ComNav’s new V1C color camera. The auto-focusing camera provides crisp clear images even when there is only a small amount of ambient light. Now you can easily track vessels, read buoys, and find day marks and other navigation aids even in low light situations. This camera is great for twilight docking, and can help save lives in a man overboard situation. You will feel more secure as the camera helps identify vessels or objects. It assists with collision avoidance protecting your vessel and crew. The V1C has the ability to switch from color to monochrome to increase image sensitivity. This camera provides you digitally rate stabilized high quality images for day and night operations. It can pan 360 degrees, using the provided multi-function joystick control. The camera is durable, lightweight and weather proof and has an object tracking feature. You also get enhanced picture effects such as e-flip, nega-art, black and white or mirror image. The V1C is compatible with most standard types of marine displays. The V1C comes with a 2 year Warranty via our Worldwide Service Network.

Explorer V1T Thermal Night Vision Camera System

The latest in ComNav’s marine technology, this camera allows you to see in total darkness! The Explorer V1T’s wide angle field of vision and enhanced optical capabilities can assist you during twilight docking, long range searches, or man overboard scenarios. The V1T can also aid in iceberg detection, help find fire threats and it is a great security tool providing anti-piracy protection.

ComNav’s Digital Pattern Enhancement (DPE) provides superior high resolution images in complete darkness, light fog, smog or other low light environments.
The V1T provides a crisp, rate stabilized, thermal image at 384 x 288 pixels, giving you 44% greater image quality than conventional 320 x 240 units. It comes with an easy touch 2x, 4x electronic zoom activated by the joystick control keypad. The V1T offers a 360 degree continuous pan and 15~90º tilt with auto flip for seamless coverage. With 5 display Modes: Black Hot, White Hot, Red Black, Iron Bow and Reverse Iron Bow you can get a clear image in all conditions. You also get 5 preset Scene Selection Modes: Day Running, Night Running, Man Overboard, Fog Mode and Marina Mode which make the unit very easy to use. It’s rugged construction meets or exceeds military standards. The V1T comes with a 2 year Warranty via our Worldwide Service Network.